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Abstract. Certain results of the analysis related to a class of priority queueing systems with Poisson 
inputs and with orientation (changeover) time of the service device have been discussed. Service and 
orientation times are independent random variables with arbitrary distribution functions depending 
on the priority class. The questions of software implementation of the results obtained axe also 
considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The demand for analysis of priority systems with the availability of orientation time has been 
mentioned by various authors including Gaver [1], Jaiswal [2], Sronshtein and Dukhovny [3], 
Lipaev [4], Kobalevsky [5]. Ever growing demands of present day practice have significantly 
increased the researcher's interest to the analysis of such systems, primarily due to the fact 
that these systems present more adequate mathematical models of realistic complex - structured 
systems. Meanwhile, the analysis of systems involving orientation encounters certain difficulties 
of analytical nature. This very reason, as referred to in [3], is responsible for the significant 
scarcity of investigations in this field, as compared to those related with a search in the field of 
regular priority queueing systems. 
Priority systems Mr/Gr/1 involving waiting and orientation have been the subject of most 
intensive investigation for the past decade. In particular, in [6] a class of systems of this type with 
non-zero orientation time of the service device (instrument) alongside with its various strategies 
in free state has been studied. 
Priority disciplines commonly used in applications and permitting interruptions (i.e. arrival 
of higher priority demands), not only in servicing but also in the orientation to service demands 
of lower priority have been investigated here. Suppose that the structure of a priority system 
is determined by setting the values of four identifiers, i.e. "priority", "orientation discipline", 
"service discipline" and "mode of orientation in the free state". Then the combination of listed 
identifiers generates a rather large class of priority systems. We shall present a few results 
reflecting the nature of the latter on one hand, and showing the difficulties (means of their 
overcoming are discussed below) bound with their implementation for practical needs. While 
making the statement, we shall keep the terminology and notations adopted in papers [6,7] and 
formulate the results for Mr/Gr/1 priority model involving orientation and absolute priority. The 
arriving requests (i.e. demands) with higher priority when encountering the device busy with 
queueing orientation (or servicing) of the lower priority, demands interrupt both the orientation 
queueing and the service of such a demand. Let us assume that the interrupted orientation 
(after the system is freed from the demands of the priority higher than the interrupted one) gets 
additional orientation, while the interrupted service is restarted. As far as the strategy of the 
device orientation in the idle state is concerned, let us assume that its orientation gets instantly 
annuled (reset) as soon as the busy period is completed. Such a procedure of orientation has 
been called "reset to zero", following Gaver [1]. 
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2. SYSTEM'S BUSY PERIOD 
Let us denote by B i (z ) ,C j (z )  and II(x) the distribution functions of duration of service of 
demands of the i-th priority class, duration of orientation (changeover) of the device for ser- 
vicing the demands of the j -th class , i ~ j ,  i , j  = 1 , . . . , r ,  and busy period, respectively. 
Let al be the parameter of the arriving Poisson flow of priority i, Gk = al + ""  + a~, and 
oo 
l~i(s) = f e - '~dB i (z ) ,  c j ( s ) ,  ~r(s) the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of the distribution functions 
0 
S i (z ) ,  C~ (z )  and II(~) , respecively. 
S ta tement  1. The Laplace-Stieltjes transform ~r(s) = ~r,(s) of the distribution function of a 
busy period is determined (at k = r ) from the system of recurrent functional equations presented 
below. 
a) 
GkTrk($) = Gk--17rk--1(8 "91- ak) + Gk--l{Trk-l(8 "~- ak[1 - #k(s)])- 
- -  ~rk - l (8  -F ak ) }vk(s + ak[1 -- 7rk(s)]) + ak~rkk(S), 
~rkk(S) = Vk(S + ak[1 - -  ~'k(S)])~'k(S), 
~rk(s) = hk(s + ak[1 -- #k(s)]), 
(1) 
(2 )  
(3) 
where 
hk(s )  = ~k(s + al,-1) {1 ak-1  
s + ~- i  
Vk(S) = Ck(S + Gk-l[1 - -  7rk-l(S)]). 
t 
-1  
[1 - ~k(s  + Gk-1)]Tgk-l(8)l lk(8 ) , (4) 
(5) 
Functions rk(s), • • • , vk(s )  included in expressions (1) - (5) are the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms 
of distribution functions I I k (x ) , . . . ,  Nk(z )  of the supplementary intervals of the k-th per iod,  ... 
, of the k-th orientation cycle having rather determined independent meaning. Thus, (4) is 
nothing but the distribution of the total time of the priority demand k occurence on the device 
(accounting for the time losses on the device orientation). 
b) Let us denote by ilk1, cil, ~rkl, • " , Vkl the first moments of the distribution functions Bk(x), 
Ck(z), IIk(x), • • • , Nk(x)  , respectively. 
k 
Let Pk = ~ aibi , where 
i=1 
~11 + C11 
b l -  
1 + a lc l l  ' [1 ] 
~1 = 1, ~ = 1 + (~i - o ' i -17r i - l (g i ) )C i l ,  i = ~, ' ' "  ,k. 
If Pk < 1, then 
(I)2. • • (I)k + Pk-1 bk 
Gk~kl  - -  "Kk l  - -  - - ,  
l -- Pk ' 1 -- Pk 
bk ~2 " " eP~- I
hkl -- 1 -  pk_ l  ' Vkl -- 1 -  pk_ l  ckl .  (6) 
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3. PROBABILITIES OF THE DEVICE STATE 
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In the process of functioning of a service system involving orientation the servicing device can 
be in one of the following states: 1) busy with servicing a demand; 2) busy with orientation for 
servicing; 3) free from orientation for servicing or servicing itself. In the case when it is busy with 
servicing, there arises the question as to which priority class request is to be assigned and in the 
case it is busy with orientation to which class it is oriented in the time span under consideration. 
Let --*~ (t) denote the probability that at the time instant E (0, oo) the device is busy with 
orientation for servicing of a request of the j (j = i , . . .  , r) priority class. Furthermore, let us 
co 




fo r j  < k; 
for j = k ; where 
0"-3~(8) 
-~P-/(~) = 8 + ~ - 0",~(~) ' 
_~ { G~(s)0"-/_Ir-/_~(s)¢-/(s)Q-/(8) } 
0"k jT~k(8) --" ~j(S)~/j-l(8) ÷ ~=h-~ X 
' { [l + 0-,_l~i_l(8)¢i(8)]Gi(8)Q,(8) } x H 1 + ¢i(s)71-1(s) + 
i=-/+1 1 + hi(s) ' 
1 - hk(8)  
Qj(8)  = ~f-/_1(8)i/-/(8) - -  0--/_17rj_1(8 ÷ a-/) - -  0-jTrj(8), 
"fi-1(8) = 0q-l[Tri-l(8) - -  7ri-l(8 ÷ ai)] ÷ ai, 
¢-/(s) = 1 - c-/(s + 0--/-111 - 7r-/_l(s)]) 
s + 0-- /_111-  ~-/_1(8)] ' 
i - ~ i ( s  + 0--/_1) a-/(~) = 
8 ÷ 0"./-111 - -  ~-/(8 ÷ 0-j_l)]Trj_l(8)b'-/(8 )"
Functions r-/(s), ~,-/(8), h-/(s) are determined from the expressions (i) - (5). 
Let *P-/(t) be the probability that at the instant the device is busy with servicing the demands 
of the class j , j  = 1, ..., r. 
Statement 3. 
%(8)  = ~(81  
s + 0" - 0"~(s) '  
G~(,)¢~(8)Q~(,) 
0"k ~rk(8) = i -  h-/(s) 
for j < k ;and 
for j = k. 
b { i + ¢,(8)7,-1(8) + Gi(s)[1 + 0"i - l r i - , (s)¢i(s)]Q,(8)  } 
i=-/+1 1 - h i (s)  ' 
0"~ *~(8)= Gj(8)¢j(8)Q¢(8) 
1 - h-/(8) 
Functions Qj (s) , . . .  , Gj (s) have been determined above. 
In particular, from statements 2 and 3 some conclusions can be drawn. 
Corol lary.  Let *Pj  and "~P be the stationary probabilities of the *j - th and ---, j -th state. 
Using condition (6), we get 
o- ;~(o) 
*PJ = 1 + O'71" 1 ' (7)  
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-3~(0)  
"~PJ = 1 + ~rTrl 
In particular, from (7) there follows a well-known result for the system M~/G~/1 ,  namely 
*P j  = Pj - Pj-1. 
The probability 7)0 of finding the system idle is 
r 
Wo= 1-~*P i= l -p~.  
i-----1 
4. DISTRIBUTION OF THE QUEUE LENGTH 
We shall denote by Pro(t) the probability that at any instant t there are m = (ml , . . . ,  m~) 
demands in the system, where mi is the number of demands of the i, i  = 1,. .-  ,r, class. Let 
P(z , t )  = ~ Po~(t)z"*, where 
m>_l 
z ~=z?~. . . z?~,  z=(z l , . . , z~) ,  
oo 
p(z,s)  =/e - ' tP (z , t )d t ;  
0 
[~r-- az]k = ak(1 -- zk) + . "  + at ( l - -  zr). 
0_<z i< 1; 
Statement  4. 
1 + ~r(z, s) 
p(z, ~) = 
8 + ,~ - ~(s) '  
(rr(z, s) = a~r~(z, s) is determined from the recurrent relation 
hk(z,~) 
~k(z ,  ~) = ~_~_~(z ,  ~) + ~_ l ( s ,  z) .~(z,  ~) + 
zk - hk(s + [(r - az]k ) 
X {Tk-l(S,Z)Vk(S + [or -- az]k) + o'k_l ~'k_l(s + ak) -- O'k~'k(S)}, 
where 
~k-l(s ,  z) = ~- l{~_ l (S  + [¢ - az]~) - ~k-~(~ + a~)} + a~z~; 
vk(s + [~ - az]k) and hk(s + [or -- az]k) are determined from expressions (4) and (5) when s -- 
s + [(r-az]k,~r(s) and 7rk(s) from (1) - (5), where vk(z,s)  and hk(z,s)  equal to: 
hk(z, s) : {zk[1 - flk(s + [~ - az]k + crk-1)]x 
x [1 + O'k-l[Trk--l(Z , 8) + 7 i 'k - l (8  + [(7 - -  aZ]k)Pk(z,s)}X 
X {s + [e" -- az]k + c%-1 -- o'k-1 [1 -- flk(s + [~r -- az]k + C%_l)]X 
X X~-l(S + [o" -- az]k)vk(s + [or -- az]k)} -1, 
vt(z,  s) -- 1 -- ck(s + [a -- az]k + (rk-l[1 -- 7rk-l(S + [~r -- az]k)]) 
respectively. 
Coro l lary .  If condition (6) is satisfied then there exist lim P(z , t )  = P(z) and P(z)  = 
t---wOO 
lira s .p(z, s) . The generating function of the queue length distribution in stationary state equals 
810 
to: 
P(z)  = 1 + a~(z) 
l+ar l  ' 
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where 
~(z)  = ~r~r(z ,0 ) ;  ~1 = ~r l  
The theoretical results of the investigation i  the field of priority systems are of great practical 
importance. However, the analysis of the cited literature on applications of the theoretical results 
proves that there exists a certain gap between the advanced mathematical theory and the imple- 
mentation of the results obtained. This can be explained by the fact that a major part of the 
results (including [6]) are given in terms of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms or generating functions, 
quite often in the form of recurrent functional equations (for example, in our case, to determine 
IIk(t) it takes to solve equations (1) - (5); furthermore, to use the inverse Laplace-Stieltjes; for 
"*pj(s) and *pj(s) to find -'*Pj(t) and *Pj(t), etc.). 
To decrease the aforementioned gap, such software has been developed which allows, wherever 
necessary, conversion of Laplace-Stieltjes transform, solution of the recurrent functional equa- 
tions, etc., and obtain the required numerical characteristics. The software allows to analytically 
simulate real systems whose functioning can be formalized by means of priority servicing systems 
theory, with due account for the changeover losses. 
In terms of this theory, the formalization offunctioning of a series of important units in the sys- 
tems of data treatment, fragments of the nucleus of operational real time systems, multiprocessor 
systems, and so on can be achieved. The calculations are carried out by analytical formulae that 
are invariant with respect o the distributions of the random variables describing the system's 
behaviour, that is, they depend only on their means. This, on the one hand, allows to compile 
the developed software into a single pack, and, on the other hand, to apply it for analysis of a 
wide spectrum of real life systems. 
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